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The year-on-year fall in dealmaking 
value in the Portuguese leisure 

sector (YTD)

The year-on-year increase in the 
value of Portuguese energy, mining 

& utilities M&A (YTD)

92% -19%

Total number of Portugal targeted 
M&A deals in 2020 (YTD)

*Data correct as of 24 November 2020

60
The increase in value of 

Portuguese M&A activity (YTD) 
versus the same period in 2019

211%

Total value of Portugual targeted 
M&A in 2020 (YTD*)

The largest Portuguese M&A deal 
so far in 2020, the acquisition 

of an 81.2% stake in Brisa-
Auto Estradas de Portugal SA 

by a consortium of bidders

€8.8bn

€4.1bn
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At the beginning of 2020, the signs for M&A 
in Portugal were positive – there was a strong 
pipeline of deals from both strategic and 
private equity players and expectations were 
high. Then the pandemic hit. The outbreak 
reduced activity as deals were delayed or 
cancelled - sellers felt that they would be 
harmed by the market conditions while buyers 
had to factor in uncertainty and expensive 
financing into the purchase price and  
deal terms.

As of November 16, Portuguese M&A stands 
at 60 deals worth a total EUR 8.8bn. As a 
result, it is on course to record its lowest 
annual deal count since 2016 after a sizeable 
downturn in the second quarter. With COVID 
cases rising rapidly and the introduction of 
further restrictions both in Portugal and across 
Europe, M&A looks set to fall once again in the 
fourth quarter. There will be hope, however, 
that with a vaccine on the horizon, society  
and M&A activity will recover to pre-COVID 
levels in 2021.

Across Europe, there was a recovery in the 
M&A market over the summer as economies 
began to open, with several big-ticket deals 
announced in the third quarter of the year. 
A total of 26 deals targeting Europe worth at 
least EUR 1bn were announced during 3Q20, 
compared to just 17 such deals in the second 
quarter following the COVID outbreak. In total, 
over EUR 140bn and over 1,200 deals were 

conducted in Europe in 3Q20, according to 
Mergermarket’s 3Q20 Global Report, almost 
50% higher than the second quarter value. 

A welcome boost to value
By value, Portugal has fared better than most, 
with a handful of large deals announced in 
2020. As a result, this year’s value represents 
the country’s highest annual figure since 2014, 
and an 26.1% uptick versus the full-year 2019 
value of EUR 7bn. The largest deal in Portugal 
so far this year saw the EUR 4.1bn acquisition 
of toll road company Brisa – Auto Estradas 
by a consortium comprised of the National 
Pension Service, APG Group, and Swiss Life 
Asset Management from Jose de Mello SGPS 
and Arcus Infrastructure Partners.

This spike in value has been the high point for 
the market in 2020, as Mariana Norton dos Reis, 
M&A partner at Cuatrecasas acknowledges: “It 
is quite exceptional in the Portuguese market 
to have deals valued at more than EUR 1bn and 
2020 had more than one.”

However, foreign investment into Portugal has 
been mixed in 2020 – while there have been 
several high-profile deals, the overall total has 
fallen. Foreign investors have announced 36 
deals so far this year, down from 53 in 2019. On 
the plus side, and in line with overall dealmaking, 
value has risen to EUR 8.1bn – its highest annual 
total since 2014 and accounts for over 90% of 
the country’s M&A value this year.

Volume falls but value rises  
on Portuguese M&A in 2020
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PE perspectives
Portuguese private equity activity has fallen 
slightly in 2020 following a blockbuster 2019. 
So far this year, there have been only ten 
buyouts worth a combined EUR 2.4bn. Much of 
the total came from Partners Group’s EUR 1bn 
takeover of agrichemical company Rovensa 
Group from Bridgepoint Advisers. 

PE activity soared in 2019 to its highest point 
on record with 17 deals worth EUR 2.5bn. 
Despite a slight downturn over the summer, 
European buyout activity has, once again, 
performed admirably, and is on course to hit 
EUR 150bn for the third successive year. With 
plenty of dry-powder still available to sponsors 
to deploy, buyout activity looks set to increase 
further in 2021.   

An eye on the future 
Despite the rigours of 2020, there is a guarded 
optimism among dealmakers and forecasters 
for 2021. Encouraging news on COVID-19 
vaccines, a more stable US administration and 
a conclusion to the Brexit saga all point toward 
an upswing in M&A globally. 

In addition to these global trends, experts 
point to domestic factors that could move 
the market in the next 12 months with 
foreign investment (FI) being a major driver, 
according to Rodrigo Simões de Almeida, 
CEO Marsh Portugal. “FI will continue to be 
the most relevant factor for dealmaking in our 
country,” he says. “Eight out of the top ten 
deals this year were done by either financial 
or strategic foreign investors. It’s also worth 
noting that the current level of dry powder 
held by private equity funds, estimated to be 

in excess of US$1.5tn, coupled with the asset 
rotation plans developed by strategic investors 
(notably in sectors such as energy, power and 
utilities), may both positively impact next year’s 
dealmaking in Portugal.”

Meanwhile, Mariana envisages three specific 
trends that could drive the market in the 
coming year. “First of all, there could be more 
warranty and indemnity Insurance which will 
allow clean, or at least cleaner, exits and will 
help build bridges between the seller and the 
buyer. Second, there will be seller’s financing 
and alternative compensation packages. And 
finally, there is likely to be more local co-
investment to support foreign investors to deal 
with heavier FID controls.”

Certain sectors are also set to flourish in 
the coming year – particularly energy and 
infrastructure. “Renewables and infrastructure 
sectors will keep making headlines next year as 
investors recognize these as low-risk assets, 
hence being more attractive in economic 
downturns or uncertain times,” says Rodrigo. 

Mariana agrees: “More resilient sectors such 
as infrastructure and energy may bring some 
interesting, high-value deals as there are some 
opportunities in infrastructure – especially 
non-core plus assets – and energy that may 
come to the market, as well as health and 
technology - as new priority sectors with 
innovation potential.”

Rodrigo also points to financial services as 
a sector to watch in the coming year. “The 
Spanish banking sector is facing a new wave 
of consolidation lead by some of the country’s 
most prominent players – for example, 

CaixaBank’s merger with Bankia. This trend may 
also extend its impact into Portugal, so we will 
keep the national banking sector in our sights 
during 2021.”

After the unpredictability, upheaval and 
volatility that has characterized 2020, 
dealmakers will be wary of raising their hopes 
for an M&A bonanza in 2021, but the signs 
are encouraging that the market could see a 
strong upswing in the coming year. 

Advisors
Morgan Stanley tops the financial advisor 
league table by value so far this year, working 
on three deals worth a combined EUR 5.8bn, 
including advising Arcus Infrastructure Partners 
on the sale of Brisa. Millennium Investment 
Bank ranks closely behind, with EUR 4.8bn 
(three deals) so far this year – up from just 
EUR 32m in YTD 2019. Meanwhile, EY has been 
the most active financial advisor in Portugal 
so far this year, working on five deals worth 
EUR 1.4bn, up from just two deals in the same 
period last year.

Clifford Chance has jumped to first in the 
legal advisor league table by value this year, 
advising on four deals worth a total EUR 6.5bn. 
By deal count, Vieira de Almeida & Associados 
has replaced Garrigues, working on 12 deals 
worth EUR 3.5bn, two more deals versus YTD 
19. Garrigues dropped to second after advising 
on 11 deals, four fewer than at this time last 
year. Cuatrecasas, meanwhile, is once again 
in the top three by deal count after advising 
on nine deals worth EUR 1.7bn, including the 
largest private equity deal so far this year, the 
Partners Group acquisition of Rovensa.

Data analysis
continued

Looking for more insights into the 
Portuguese market?
Register for the Portugal M&A Briefing 2021
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Top deals

Announcement 
date

Target Company Target dominant 
sector

Bidder Company Bidder dominant 
geography

Seller Company Seller dominant 
geography

Deal value 
(€m)

28-Apr-20 Brisa-Auto Estradas de Portugal 
SA (81.2% stake)

Transport National Pension Service; APG Group 
NV; and Swiss Life Asset Management 
AG

Netherlands Jose de Mello SGPS SA; and 
Arcus Infrastructure Partners 
LLP

United Kingdom 4,121

26-Oct-20 Galp Gas Natural Distribuicao SA 
(75.01% stake)

Energy, Mining & 
Utilities

Allianz Capital Partners GmbH Germany Galp Energia SGPS SA Portugal 1,077

17-Jul-20 Rovensa Group Industrials & 
Chemicals

Partners Group Holding AG Switzerland Bridgepoint Advisers Limited United Kingdom 1,000

02-Jan-20 OMTEL Estruturas de 
Comunicacoes SA

Telecommunications Cellnex Telecom SA Spain Altice Europe NV; Morgan 
Stanley Infrastructure Inc; and 
Horizon Equity Partners 

USA 800

14-Apr-20 NOS Towering SA Technology Cellnex Telecom SA Spain NOS SGPS SA Portugal 375

28-Apr-20 Grupo Bernardino Gomes Leisure Palminvest SA Portugal 300

14-Sep-20 Auto-Estradas Norte Litoral (49% 
stake); and Via do Infante (48% 
stake)

Construction DIF Management BV Netherlands Cintra Infraestructuras SA Spain 171

21-Aug-20 Prio Energy SGPS SA Energy, Mining & 
Utilities

Disa Corporacion Petrolifera SA Spain Oxy Capital - Sociedade 
Gestora de Fundos de Capital 
de Risco SA

Portugal 150

16-Jan-20 Frulact SA Consumer Ardian France Miranda family Portugal 150

31-Mar-20 Glennmont Partners (Portuguese 
Solar PV portfolio)

Energy, Mining & 
Utilities

Finerge-Gestao de Projectos 
Energeticos SA

Portugal Glennmont Partners United Kingdom 132
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Targets

Ferrovial waste management 
business  
(Latest update: 14/10/2020)

Morgan Stanley has been appointed by Spanish infrastructure group Ferrovial [BME:FER] to relaunch the sale of its 
services unit, according to reports. Ferrovial is now focused on divesting its waste management business in Spain and 
Portugal, which is held by Cespa, rather than the entire services division. The asset has reportedly received strong interest 
and could be priced between EUR 500m and EUR 700m.

Link: https://www.mergermarket.com/intelligence/view/intelcms-xpg4qx

Baixo Alentajo motorway
(Latest update: 13/11/2020)

Spanish infrastructure investor Globalvia has made an offer for the Portuguese motorway concession, Subconcessão do 
Baixo Alentejo, according to Mergermarket intelligence. Ardian Infrastructure’s Ascendi, Vauban Infrastructure Partners and 
3i Infrastructure have also reportedly made offers for the asset, with bids ranging from EUR 85m and EUR 100m. The asset 
comparises of 113km of road and owned by SPER – Sociedade Portuguesa para a Construção e Exploração Rodoviária.

Link: https://www.mergermarket.com/intelligence/view/intelcms-27724r

Efacec
(Latest update: 09/07/2020)

Portuguese industrials group Efacec Power Solutions has received interest from Elsewedy Electric, Alpac Capital and 
Sodécia, according to Mergermarket intelligence. Non-binding offers were received from around ten strategic and financial 
institutions earlier this year, and the three aforementioned firms were reportedly amongst the front-runners. Efacec 
reportedly has an EBITDA between EUR 23m-EUR 24m on sales around EUR 400m.

Ongoing situations
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All data is based on transactions over USD 5m and is based on 
the Mergermarket’s M&A deals database. Deals with undisclosed 
deal values are included where the target’s turnover exceeds 
USD 10m. Deals where the effective stake acquired is less 
than 30% will only be included if the value is greater than 
USD 100m. Full deal inclusion criteria can be found here.

Criteria Contacts

Production

Event Director
Matthew Robinson 
matthew.robinson@iongroup.com
+44 20 3741 1062

Sponsorship Sales Manager
Chris Coe
chris.coe@iongroup.com
+44 20 3741 1075

Research Editor (EMEA) 
Jonathan Klonowski 
jonathan.klonowski@iongroup.com  
+44 20 3741 1293

Event Producer
Cecilia Rabagliati
cecilia.rabagliati@iongroup.com 
+44 20 3741 1443

Event Manager
Ashling Barry
ashling.barry@iongroup.com 
+44 20 3741 1455

Press Relations

Global 
Lindsay Spivak
lindsay.spivak@iongroup.com
+1 212 390 7801

Trend data: Based on the dominant geography of the 
target company and excludes lapsed and withdrawn 
bids. Sector trends based on the dominant sector of 
the target.

Global cross-border M&A: Based on the dominant 
geography of the target and bidder company being  
in a different region.

Inbound: The dominant geography of  
the target is Portugal and the dominant  
geography of the bidder is any other  
region excluding Portugal.

Outbound: The dominant geography of the bidder is 
Portugal and the dominant geography of the target is 
any other region excluding Portugal.

Top deals: Based on the dominant geography of the 
target company.

League tables: Based on the dominant geography 
of the target, bidder or seller, and excludes lapsed 
and withdrawn bids. Private equity buyout league 
tables are based on advisors advising the bidder only 
on buyout deals with target dominant geography 
being the country/region and excludes lapsed and 
withdrawn bids. Private equity exit league tables based 
on advisors advising the target/seller on exit deal with 
target dominant geography being the country/region 
and excludes lapsed and withdrawn bids. 

All values are in EUR 
M&A Trends and Top Deals correct as of 9am (GMT), 
24-Nov-2020. 

League Tables correct as of 9am (GMT),       
16-Nov-2020.
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In M&A, information is the most valuable currency. Mergermarket reports 
on deals 6-24 months before they become public knowledge, giving our 
subscribers a powerful competitive advantage. With the largest network 
of dedicated M&A journalists and analysts, Mergermarket offers the most 
comprehensive M&A intelligence service available today. Our reporters  
are based in 67 locations across the Americas, Europe, Asia-Pacific, the  
Middle East and Africa.

EMEA
10 Queen Street Place 
London 
EC4R 1BE 
United Kingdom

+44 203 741 1000

Americas
1501 Broadway, 8th Floor 
New York 
NY 10036 
USA

+1 212 686 5606

Asia
9/F Standard Chartered Bank 
Building 
4-4A Des Voeux Road, Central  
Hong Kong

+852 2158 9769

Mergermarket is an Acuris company
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